
The Signature Series represents ZIVA’s endeavor to produce a line of products second to 
none in their class. We’ve carefully selected some of the best training tools and worked 

with the experts who know them best to design and build this series from the ground up. 

Result: the best products on the planet. With access to  the most comprehensive 
professional education available, the Signature Series is the holy grail for those not 

satisfied with anything less than the best. 

If you’re serious about training, look for Signature.

Warranty: 

Signature Series products have a limited 2 year warranty.
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STEVE COTTER

For many years Steve Cotter has promoted body-mind fitness around the world through martial arts, qigong, 
mobility, flexibility and kettlebell training and via IKFF educational courses. Named one of Men’s Health magazine 
Top 100 Fittest Men of All-time, has worked hands-on with children, seniors, to the best athletes in the world. While 
an icon in the fitness world through his awe-inspiring physical feats as seen in the world of YouTube, he simply 
loves to teach and share his unique experience to promote health, happiness, and longevity through fitness.

Some of Steve’s professional accomplishments include: 

t�'PVOEFS�BOE�%JSFDUPS�PG�UIF�*,''�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�,FUUMFCFMMT���'JUOFTT�'FEFSBUJPO

t�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�MFDUVSFS�BOE�UFBDIFS�PO���DPOUJOFOUT�BOE�PWFS����DPVOUSJFT

t�/JLF�$IJOB�'FBUVSFE�1SFTFOUFS

t�$POTVMUBOU�UP�OVNFSPVT�QSPGFTTJPOBM�BOE�/$""�TQPSU�UFBNT�JODMVEJOH�/'-� 
MLB, NHL, University of Texas

t�4VCKFDU�.BUUFS�&YQFSU�UP�64�/BWZ�4&"-T�BU�7JSHJOJB�#FBDI�7"

t�4USFOHUI���$POEJUJPOJOH�JOTUSVDUPS�GPS�64�.BSJOFT�BU�2VBOUJDP�.BSJOF�$PSQT�#BTF

t�"VUIPS�PG�,FUUMFCFMM�5SBJOJOH�CZ�)VNBO�,JOFUJDT�1VCMJTIJOH

t�&ODZDMPQFEJB�PG�,FUUMFCFMM�-JGUJOH�BOE�PWFS�B�EP[FO�%7%�T

t�#BDIFMPS�PG�4DJFODF�%FHSFF�JO�,JOFTJPMPHZ

STEVE COTTER
SIGNATURE STEEL COMPETITION KETTLEBELL
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STEVE COTTER SIGNATURE STEEL COMPETITION KETTLEBELL

%FTJHOFE�XJUI�XPSME�SFOPXOFE�LFUUMFCFMM�BVUIPSJUZ�4UFWF�$PUUFS�UIF�;*7"�4JHOBUVSF�4UFFM�$PNQFUJUJPO�,FUUMFCFMM�JT�
built to meet the standards of those who train and compete with kettlebells at the highest and most demanding 
levels. In addition to meeting international competition standard dimensions, including the rare 35 mm handle 
diameter, the Signature Steel Competition Kettlebell features a unique hard-wear, universally textured surface, 
especially conducive to taking and holding chalk for extended bouts of performance.

The upward-loaded, no fill steel construction results in a lower moment of torque in all movements, with a distinctly 
crisp balance especially noticeable in ballistic rotator moves. Add to that the smallest weight increments available 
anywhere, and you’ve got the most serious line of competition kettlebells in the world.

Features:

t�%FTJHOFE�XJUI�LFUUMFCFMM�BVUIPSJUZ�4UFWF�$PUUFS
t�4UBOEBSE�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�DPNQFUJUJPO�EJNFOTJPOT
t�5FYUVSFE�TVSGBDF�IPMET�DIBML�CFUUFS�GPS�FYUFOEFE�QFSGPSNBODF
t�/P�mMM�TUFFM�DPOTUSVDUJPO�
t����NN�EJBNFUFS�IBOEMF
t�"WBJMBCMF�JO�UFYUVSFE�CMBDL�PS�UFYUVSFE�DPNQFUJUJPO�DPMPST

6 kg = Black
8, 10 kg = Pink
12, 14 kg = Blue
16, 18 kg = Yellow
20, 22 kg = Purple
24, 26 kg = Green
28, 30 kg = Orange
32, 34 kg = Red
36 kg = Grey

Order Code Set Description
ZMT-CTKB-5660 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 6 kg
ZMT-CTKB-5620 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 8 kg
ZMT-CTKB-5621 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 10 kg
ZMT-CTKB-5622 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 12 kg
ZMT-CTKB-5623 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 14 kg
ZMT-CTKB-5624 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 16 kg
ZMT-CTKB-5625 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 18 kg
ZMT-CTKB-5626 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 20 kg
ZMT-CTKB-5627 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 22 kg
ZMT-CTKB-5628 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 24 kg
ZMT-CTKB-5629 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 26 kg
ZMT-CTKB-5630 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 28 kg
ZMT-CTKB-5631 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 30 kg
ZMT-CTKB-5633 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 32 kg
ZMT-CTKB-5634 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 34 kg
ZMT-CTKB-5637 Signature Sport Competition Kettlebell 36 kg
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JOHN BROOKFIELD
SIGNATURE BATTLING ROPES
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JOHN BROOKFIELD

John Brookfield is an internationally known Strongman and Strength and 
Conditioning coach famous for his feats of strength, physical endurance 
and his ability to create physical training systems which are used by 
athletes, trainers and coaches world wide. John has been seen on 
many television programs such as Regis and Kathie Lee, Good 
Morning America, The Today Show, Vicki Lawrence and the Statler 
Brothers.

John has created physical training programs such as the Chain 
Reaction Program, Beyond Bodyweight training and Brookfield’s 
Barrel training. However, his most famous training program 
is the Battling Ropes Training System which is now seen 
everywhere including countless television commercials 
which show the ropes being used by someone. The 
Battling Ropes are extremely eye catching, however there 
is much more than meets the eye with John’s Battling 
Ropes System.

John is a popular speaker and presenter and 
has been a favorite for many years at the 
Perform Better functional training Summits. 
He works quite often with NFL teams, Military 
Special Forces Units and Police Squads. John 
has performed many world records when it 
comes to sustaining work capacity over time. 
&WFO�UIPVHI�+PIO�JT�JO�IJT�mGUJFT�OPX�IF�KVTU�
recently set a new world record for pulling a 
forty thousand lb. semi-truck the distance of 
one full mile with the help of his truck pulling 
partner Kirk Nobles. Together they pulled the 
truck on the one mile course in 50 minutes 
and 54 seconds without the use of any pulling 
ropes. This is an incredible feat especially 
considering the last 1/4 mile was uphill.

Even though John processes great wisdom 
and knowledge when it comes to physical 
training he is well known for his polite laid 
back nature and his ability to make everyone 
feel at ease and comfortable during his 
training courses.

JOHN BROOKFIELD SIGNATURE BATTLING ROPES

%FTJHOFE�UP�UIF�TQFDJmDBUJPOT�PG�+PIO�#SPPLmFME�UIF�GBNFE�NBTUFS�PG�TUSFOHUI�GFBUT�XIP�JOUSPEVDFE�SPQF�USBJOJOH�
to the world, ZIVA Signature Battling Ropes are the best training ropes available. Constructed of a time-tested blend 
of fibers designed to wear comfortably in the hands under prolonged use while simultaneously resisting the picking 
and fraying common to heavy output, these ropes are formulated for serious trainers.

Featuring the exclusive Signature patented handle design, grip fatigue and grip-inhibiting conditions like carpal 
tunnel syndrome can no longer claim mastery over your regimen. Four sizes of individual ropes and an exclusive 
group training rope, each with clearly labeled lengths and weights, bring literally hundred of novel training and 
conditioning options into the palms of your hands. From well-known “wave” training to the advanced push-pull and 
pole systems, this rope promises to go as far as you can handle, pun intended.

Features:

t�%FTJHOFE�XJUI�+PIO�#SPPLmFME
t�4JHOBUVSF�QBUFOUFE�IBOEMF�EFTJHO�SFEVDFT�HSJQ�GBUJHVF�
t�"WBJMBCMF�JO�GPVS�TJ[FT

Order Code Set Description
ZMT-BTRP-5610 Signature Battling Rope (5 cm x 15.24 m) / (2.0” x 50’) 16 kg
ZMT-BTRP-5611 Signature Battling Rope (3.8 cm x 10 m) / (1.5” x 33’) 10 kg
ZMT-BTRP-5612 Signature Battling Rope (3.8 cm x 15.24 m) / (1.5” x 50’) 12 kg
ZMT-BTRP-5613 Signature Battling Rope (5.0 cm x 10 m) / (2.0” x 33’) 10.6 kg
ZMT-BTRP-5614 Signature Battling Rope (3.8 cm x 30.48 m) / (1.5” x 100’) 24 kg
ZMT-BTRP-5619 Signature Battling Rope (5 cm x 30.48 m) / (2.0” x 100’) 32 kg
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IVAN IVANOV

Ivan Ivanov was born in the city of Kazanluk, Bulgaria and grew up in a town called Gurkovo, Bulgaria. In 1981 he 
KPJOFE�UIF�(SFDP�3PNBO�XSFTUMJOH�QSPHSBN�BU�UIF�4QPSUT�4DIPPM���5FDIOJDBM�$PMMFHF�JO�4UBSB�;BHPSB�#VMHBSJB�
XIFSF�IF�CFHBO�IJT�BTDFOU�JOUP�(SFDP�3PNBO�8SFTUMJOH�HSFBUOFTT���)F�HSBEVBUFE�JO������BOE�KPJOFE�UIF�#VMHBSJBO�
Elite Army sports program where he competed until 1992 for the Central Army Sports Club in Sofia, Bulgaria. 
From 1993 through 1997, Ivan competed for the Wrestling Club Slavia Litex in Sofia, Bulgaria, and after numerous 
national and international awards and achievements as a competitor, he began coaching the sport from the lowest 
to highest levels of competition.

Some of Ivan’s professional accomplishments include:

t������8PSME�4JMWFS�.FEBMJTU�5BNQFSF�'JOMBOE

t������#VMHBSJBO�8SFTUMJOH�'FEFSBUJPO�(PME�#FMU�8JOOFS�PG�UIF� 
Grand Pre Nikola Petrov Greco Roman Wrestling Tournament

t������0MZNQJBO������"UMBOUB�(FPSHJB�64"�o�mOJTIFE��UI�QMBDF�GPS�UIF�DPVOUSZ�PG�#VMHBSJB

t��Y�#VMHBSJBO�/BUJPOBM�(SFDP�3PNBO�8SFTUMJOH�$IBNQJPO�BOE��Y�OPNJOBUFE� 
as outstanding wrestler

t������64"�8SFTUMJOH�/BUJPOBM�$PBDIFT�&EVDBUJPO�1SPHSBN���(PME�-FWFM

t������64"�8SFTUMJOH�i8FTUFSO�3FHJPOBM�%FWFMPQNFOUBM�$PBDI�PG�UIF�:FBSw

t������UISPVHI������)FBE�(SFDP�3PNBO�8SFTUMJOH�$PBDI�BU�UIF�6OJUFE�4UBUFT�0MZNQJD� 
Training and Education Center

t������64"�8SFTUMJOH�(SFDP�3PNBO�$PBDI�PG�UIF�:FBS�"XBSE

t������4VQMFT�8SFTUMJOH�$MVC�1SFTJEFOU���$PBDI

t������64"�/BUJPOBM�)BMM�PG�'BNF�-JGFUJNF�4FSWJDF�UP�8SFTUMJOH�"XBSE

IVAN IVANOV
SIGNATURE FITNESS BULGARIAN BAG &  
SUPLES FIT BALL + TARGET SLAM MAT
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IVAN IVANOV SIGNATURE FITNESS BULGARIAN BAG

Created by Bulgarian wrestling legend and Team USA Hall of Fame coach, Ivan Ivanov, the ZIVA Signature Fitness 
Bulgarian Bag takes dynamic bag training to new limits. Originally developed to train elite level wrestlers for the 
vigors of loaded ballistic movements encountered in sport, our Signature Bag features subtly redesigned fitness 
elements suited for longer durations of output and additional moves not possible with the original bag.

Available in four sizes spanning 5 kg (11 lb) through 17 kg (37 lb), the Signature Bags are accessible to people of 
various statures and levels of strength, while also giving high powered users a wide enough range of load to vary 
training speeds and durations appropriate to their periodization schedules.

Features:

t�$SFBUFE�CZ�XSFTUMJOH�MFHFOE�*WBO�*WBOPW
t�%FWFMPQFE�UP�USBJO�FMJUF�XSFTUMFST
t�%PVCMF�TUJUDIFE�IFBWZ�EVUZ�WJOZM
t�.VMUJQMF�HSJQQJOH�PQUJPOT�QSPWJEF�MBSHF�SBOHF�PG�FYFSDJTFT
t�"WBJMBCMF�JO�GPVS�TJ[FT�GSPN��������LH�	���UP����MC

t�.BEF�JO�&VSPQF

Order Code Set Description
ZMT-SGBG-1560 Signature Bulgarian Bag 5 kg
ZMT-SGBG-1561 Signature Bulgarian Bag 8 kg
ZMT-SGBG-1562 Signature Bulgarian Bag 12 kg
ZMT-SGBG-1563 Signature Bulgarian Bag 17 kg
ZMT-SGBG-1564 Signature Bulgarian Bag Set 4 pieces (5, 8, 12, 17 kg)
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IVAN IVANOV SIGNATURE TARGET SLAM MAT

Specifically designed for use with the ZIVA Signature Suples Fit Ball, the Target Slam Mat expands the repertoire of 
Fit Ball training possibilties. Enabling new variations of high downward power, rebound timing, and visual accuracy, 
it’s like an upgrade to your Fit Ball training regimen. Made of competition density wrestling foam and covered in the 
same high grade vinyl as the Signature Bulgarian Bag and Suples Fit Ball, the Slam Mat is built to train hard and last 
long, while ensuring a long lifespan to your other Ivanov Signature products, when used in tandem. Finished with 
the same beautiful desgn, it’s an immediate compliment to your existing Signature products.

Features:

t�$SFBUFE�CZ�XSFTUMJOH�MFHFOE�*WBO�*WBOPW
t�%PVCMF�TUJUDIFE�IFBWZ�EVUZ�WJOZM
t�4QFDJmDBMMZ�EFTJHOFE�GPS�VTF�XJUI�UIF�;*7"�4JHOBUVSF�4VQMFT�'JU�#BMM
t�.BEF�JO�&VSPQF

Order Code Set Description
ZMT-FBTM-5609 Signature Target Slam Mat

IVAN IVANOV SIGNATURE SUPLES FIT BALL 

The ZIVA Signature Suples Fit Ball, created by famed wrestling legend and coach Ivan Ivanov, is the high speed, 
IJHI�BHJMJUZ�IJHI�QPXFSFE�DPVOUFSQBSU�UP�UIF�4JHOBUVSF�#VMHBSJBO�#BH��%FWFMPQFE�UP�FNQIBTJ[F�RVJDL�NPWFNFOUT�
and ballistic changes in direction, the Fit Ball will redefine your conception of muscular endurance training, hone 
your timing and coordination, and armor your torso and shoulder dynamic output abilities.

In addition to four ball sizes ranging from 4 kg (9 lb) to 10 kg (22 lb), two included handle length options allow 
for changes in training torque and speed, and  the separately available Slam Mat opens up awesome options for 
alternate output directions and repetitive power bouts. Featuring double stitched heavy duty vinyl, long lasting 
beech wood handles, and dual ventilation eyelets, the Signature Suples Fit is built for long lasting output.

Features:

t�$SFBUFE�CZ�XSFTUMJOH�MFHFOE�*WBO�*WBOPW
t�%PVCMF�TUJUDIFE�IFBWZ�EVUZ�WJOZM
t�5XP�IBOEMF�MFOHUI�PQUJPOT�JODMVEFE
t�"WBJMBCMF�JO�GPVS�TJ[FT�GSPN��������LH�	��UP����MC

t�.BEF�JO�&VSPQF

Order Code Set Description
ZMT-SPFB-5615 Signature Fit Ball Light 4kg
ZMT-SPFB-5616 Signature Fit Ball Small 6kg
ZMT-SPFB-5617 Signature Fit Ball Medium 8kg
ZMT-SPFB-5618 Signature Fit Ball Large 10kg
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CUSTOMER CARE
The ZIVA team is committed to ensuring that the customer service experience you receive is as 
excellent as the products you purchase from us. To learn more about ZIVA products, please contact 
sales@zivalife.com.

www.zivalife.com

ZIVA HQ 
98 Yanping Road 
Block C, 2nd Floor
Jing’ an District, Shanghai 
200042 CHINA

T_+86 21 6246 0091 
F_+86 21 3255 9860
E_sales@zivalife.com

ZIVA USA 
1685 Woodland Ave.  
Columbus, OH 
43219 USA

T_+1 614 379 3388 
E_ tduffey@zivausa.net

ZIVA Brazil
Juscelino Kubitschek de Oliveira,  
365-BR-277 - Conjunto Plásticos 
do Paraná, CIC
Curitiba, Paraná
82305-200 BRAZIL

T_+55 41 3024 3725
E_sac@zivalife.com.br

ZIVA Latin America 
ZIVA Latin America SA de CV 
Carretera Central km 2 s/n 
Zona Industrial, CP 78395 
San Luis Potosí, S.L.P. 
MEXICO 

T_+52 444 567 5388 
E_ventas@zivalat.com

ZIVA Fitness UK
Kalbarri House 
107-109 London Road 
London, E13 0DA 
ENGLAND

T_+44 (0) 20 8586 0101 
E_sales@zivafitness.co.uk

ZIVA Fitness  
Europe GmbH
Auf der Hövellande 6 
44269 Dortmund 
GERMANY

T_+49 800 49 44 49 44 
E_info@ziva-europe.com

ZIVA Europe s.r.o
Vinohradska 365/10 
120 00 Praha 2 
CZECH REPUBLIC

T_+420 776 057 207  
E_info@ziva-fitness.com

ZIVA Australia
2/206 Box Road 
Miranda NSW 2228 
AUSTRALIA

T_+61 2 9544 6644
E_info@ziva-australia.com

WORLD
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